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The “Responsible Corporate Officer doctrine” (RCO
doctrine)1 is a procedural contrivance that regulators
and prosecutors have rediscovered and now are applyg s
ing aggressively
against businessmen in administrative,
civil
min
na aactions.
tiions T
civil, and cr
criminal
The RCO doctrine has been
ptly desc
ribed ass the “crim
m of doing nothing”2 because
aptly
described
“crime
it largely focuses upon a person’s position in an entity
as the
the basis
basis for imposing liability and not whether he or
h h
d a culpable intent, was aware of any wrongdoing,
she
had
or had any direct involvement whatsoever.
Not surprisingly, regulators and prosecutors support
this doctrine, which reduces or eliminates their burden
of proof and gives them a tremendous negotiating or litigating advantage:
Given the difficulty in defending a charge under
the RCO doctrine…, an individual thus could incur the time, expense, [and] risk…involved in a
federal criminal trial…and still end up with an
extraordinarily high likelihood of a conviction on
a RCO misdemeanor. A conviction at trial…put[s]
the individual in a position almost certainly no
better (and probably worse) than if he or she had
pleaded guilty to the RCO misdemeanor…3
The two seminal RCO doctrine cases, both of which
involved misdemeanor violations of the Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act (FDCA), are United States v. Dotterweich4
and United States v. Park.5 The rationale for applying the
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RCO doctrine was explained in this way by
the Park Court: “The requirements of foresight and vigilance imposed on responsible
corporate agents are…demanding, and perhaps onerous, but…no more stringent than
the public has a right to expect of those
who voluntarily assume positions of authority in…enterprises whose services and
products affect the health and well-being of
the public…”6
In the years after Dotterweich and Park,
courts have allowed prosecutors and regulators to expand the RCO doctrine to other “public welfare” laws — primarily environmental laws, but also securities laws, as
well as “consumer fraud, deceptive mortgage lending practices, antitrust violations,
failures in recordkeeping of controlled substances, sales tax violations, liability under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and others.”7
Significantly, although the Park court said
that a defendant charged with misbrandin
ng a pha
p
har
o
ing
pharmaceutical
product
could assert
ad
ef nse
efen
e that
at he or she w
as ““powerless”
pow
werles to
defense
was
8
pr
rev
ven
nt the
the violation,
olation, co
courts
urts hav
have
e been
een reeprevent
cta
ant tto permit the defense,9 lending creluctant
la m tha
h violatio
ions efdence to the claim
that su
such
violations
b
fectively are strict lliability
crimes.
Although the Dotterweich court was willing
to countenance the RCO doctrine because
the violations were only misdemeanors,10
the doctrine now has been used in various
felony environmental prosecutions. The
RCO doctrine presumes that someone having a position of responsibility in a company also has the power and duty to prevent
violations that may endanger the public. In
short, RCO doctrine liability is based on a
person‘s status, and it is imposed vicariously. As such, by imputing a duty on a corporate officer to prevent a violation of a public
welfare law, the RCO doctrine extends beyond those state statutes that criminalize a
person‘s failure to act when a specific duty to
act is imposed by statute.11
The reach of the doctrine also extends
beyond various common law theories developed to impose civil liability against corporate directors and officers.12 While having
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such a broad reach makes the RCO doctrine
an incredibly effective weapon for regulators
and prosecutors, its fundamental premise
conflicts with widely held concepts that undergird our criminal13 and corporate laws:
[T]he idea that liability can be imposed on an individual for corporate misconduct, in apparent disregard of the corporate form and without culpable involvement or even a
requirement of a culpable state of
mind, seems inconsistent with the
most basic concepts surrounding
the corporate form. The doctrine
arguably imposes liability for nothing more than a person’s status. The
word “responsible” in the doctrine’s
name does not mean that the individual is responsible for the misconduct,
but… for the corporation.14
It is hard to reconcile how the Supreme
Cou
urt cou
uld app
Court
could
approve the RCO doctrine to
be used in
in cri
m
criminal
prosecutions while prohibiting the use of mandatory presumptions
in such cases because they impermissibly
remove the government’s burden of proof
as to a statute’s required elements, and
thereby offend due process.15 In fact, only
for the very small category of offenses (i.e.,
strict liability crimes16 that do not require
proving that a defendant was culpable17)
will the use of the RCO doctrine not conflict
with the prohibition against using mandatory presumptions in criminal cases.
Because the scope of liability arising from
applying the RCO doctrine is so striking, its
use can lead to perverse results. Consider
that while a director will be safe from civil
liability by operation of the “business judgment rule”18 when he or she fulfills his or
her Caremark oversight duties,19 the director can be held criminally responsible by
operation of the RCO doctrine even if he or
she did not know that company employees
had violated public welfare laws.20
This is because courts have rejected arguments by corporate officers and executives
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that they delegated to subordinates the responsibility to stop such misconduct.21 In a
larger organization, corporate officers and
executives simply cannot have the same degree of “hands on” oversight as their peers in
smaller ones. But because courts have held
that responsible corporate officers have a
non-delegable duty to prevent such violations, an unprincipled use of the RCO doctrine could easily undermine the effectiveness of corporate compliance programs:
Compliance programs enhance the
RCO doctrine’s deterrence objectives because they are a sharper
instrument for achieving accountability. The RCO doctrine casts its
net so broadly that it risks diluting
its underlying policy objectives by
making so many individuals potentially responsible that no individual
p
perceives
himself as invested in en22
s rin
sur
ing compliance.
p
suring

THEE F
FDA
DA
A RAMPS UP
In March 2010, following
ollowi g a critical
rit cal GovernGovern
nb l Offi
fice (GAO) report,23
ment Accountability
the FDA Commissioner wrote to the Ranking Member of the Senate Committee on
Finance, saying that her agency would try
to increase the use of the RCO doctrine in
prosecutions of pharmaceutical and food
industry executives.24 As a follow up, in
January 2011, the FDA published new internal guidelines in its REGULATORY PROCEDURES MANUAL, entitled “Special Procedures and Considerations for Park Doctrine
Prosecutions,”25 describing seven factors the
agency will consider in deciding whether
to seek to have the RCO doctrine applied in
a prosecution for FDCA violations:
1. whether the violation involves actual or
potential harm to the public;
2. whether the violation is obvious;
3. whether the violation reflects a pattern
of illegal behavior and/or failure to heed
prior warnings;
4. whether the violation is widespread;

5. whether the violation is serious;
6. the quality of the legal and factual support for the proposed prosecution; and
7. whether the proposed prosecution is a
prudent use of agency resources.
Before moving into the next part of this
article, it is worth mentioning a prosecution
of pharmaceutical executives that happened
before these events since, as will next be explained, it has had important repercussions.
In May 2007, as part of the settlement between the Purdue Frederick Company, Inc.
and the government regarding the company’s promotion of Oxycontin, three of the
company’s executives — its president and
chief executive officer (CEO), its executive
vice president (VP) and chief legal officer,
and its former executive VP and chief scientific officer — pled guilty to misdemeanor
misbranding charges under the FDCA.26

THE OIG LOOKS TO TRANSFORM
MISDEMEANOR FDCA CONVICTIONS INTO
LEN
ENGTHY
NGTHY PERMIS
ERMISSIVE EXCLUSIONS
In October 2010, the Office of Inspector
General (OIG) for the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS) explained how it would leverage misdemeanor convictions obtained by applying the
RCO doctrine in prosecutions of owners,
officers, and executives of pharmaceutical
and other health care providers into administrative exclusions from participating in
federally funded programs. See the OIG’s
“Guidance for Implementing Permissive
Exclusion Authority Under Section 1128(b)
(15) of the Social Security Act.”27
HHS officials have said that exercising
the agency’s permissive exclusion authority against repeat offenders is necessary to
stop repeat offenders.28 As the guidance explains, the agency’s statutory authority provides two distinct bases for imposing permissive exclusions:29
Individuals who have an ownership
or a control interest in a sanctioned
entity may be excluded…if they
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knew or should have known of the
conduct that led to the sanction. Officers and managing employees…may
be excluded…based solely on their position within the entity.
Because the elements of these two
provisions are so different, our exclusion analysis differs depending
on whether the individual…is: (1) an
owner or (2) an officer or a managing
employee.
The statute sets a higher standard for
exclusion of an owner, requiring evidence that the owner knew or should
have known of the conduct that formed
the basis for the sanction. In general,
if the evidence supports a finding that
an owner knew or should have known
of the conduct, OIG will operate with
p
a presumption
in favor of exclusion.
This
Th
hi p
p
y be overcome
This
presumption
may
when
wh
n OIG
O G finds that
t
s gniificant
cant facfac
when
signifi
t rs weigh
tor
we
weig
ei against
against exclusion.
exclu
usion.
tors
ct to officers
ers and
nd managm nagman
With respect
h statute includes
l d no
ing employees, the
knowledge element. Therefore, OIG
has the authority to exclude every officer and managing employee of a
sanctioned entity. A “managing employee” is defined as an individual (including a general manager, a
business manager, an administrator, or a director) who exercises operational or managerial control…or
who directly or indirectly conducts
the day-to-day operations of the entity. While OIG does not intend to
exclude all officers and managing
employees, when there is evidence
that an officer or a managing employee knew or should have known
of the conduct, OIG will operate
with a presumption in favor of exclusion. As with the presumption
relating to owners, the presumption may be overcome when OIG
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finds that significant factors weigh
against exclusion.30
The OIG says that it will consider the
following factors in exercising its exclusion
authority: (1) the circumstances of the misconduct and seriousness of the offense; (2)
the individual’s role in sanctioned entity;
(3) the individual’s actions in response to
the misconduct; and (4) information about
the entity.31

THE OIG EXCLUDES PURDUE’S GENERAL
COUNSEL BASED ON THE MISDEMEANOR
CONVICTIONS TIED TO THE RCO DOCTRINE:
IS THIS A HARBINGER OF THINGS TO COME?
Not long after the DOJ obtained convictions
of the three Purdue executives by applying
the RCO doctrine to hold them responsible
for Purdue‘s off-label promotion of Oxycontin, the OIG moved to exclude them
from participating in federal health care
pro
grams for 20 years, which was reduced
programs
in the
he administrative
adminis
appeal to 12 years.32
While it was harsh for the OIG to impose
the 12-year government-wide exclusions
derived from strict liability misdemeanors
tied to the three men’s status in Purdue,
without evidence of knowledge or wrongdoing, more troubling was the exclusion of
Purdue‘s former general counsel, “the first
known general counsel to be debarred under the responsible officer doctrine.”33
In an amicus brief filed to support the
appeal by Purdue‘s former general counsel and his colleagues, the Association of
Corporate Counsel (ACC) argued, inter alia,
that “[the exclusions are]…of direct and
immediate concern to ACC’s members.
Among other things, [it]…inappropriately
shifts liability and punishment…to those…
obliged to provide legal counsel and advocate for their clients’ positions.”34

THE OIG THREATENS TO EXCLUDE THE
OWNER OF FORREST LABS, BUT RETREATS
On April 2011, the OIG took an even more
aggressive posture with respect to its exclu-
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sion powers, notifying Howard Solomon,
the chairman, chief executive officer, and
president of Forest Laboratories, Inc., that
the agency would seek to exclude him from
participating in federally funded health
care programs. What made this threatened
exclusion different is that the agency’s basis
wasn’t tied to Solomon’s underlying conviction, since there wasn’t one, but because he
was “associated with” Forest Laboratories.
The company rallied behind Mr. Solomon, criticized the OIG’s threat, and said
that, if necessary it would back him in seeking relief from the courts.35 Subsequently,
the OIG changed its position in a letter to
Solomon dated August 5, 2011, explaining
only that “[b]ased on a review of information in our file, and consideration of the
information your attorneys provided to us
both in writing and in an in-person meeting, we have decided to close this case.”36
This OIG’s change in position, as one comm
men
nta
tator
t r pointed out, should
o
mentator
not be interpr
retted
d ass a change
hange in
n th
e OIG
Gs m
indse
preted
the
OIG’s
mindset:
T
he
h closing of Mr. Solomon’s case
The
portted by some…
…as a rehas been reported
some…as
h
treat by the government from the
pursuit of responsible corporate officers who were not directly responsible for the sanctioned conduct.
Unfortunately, it would be a mistake to interpret the OIG’s action in
Mr. Solomon’s case as a change in
direction in its efforts to hold corporate employees responsible for conduct occurring on their watch. Both
the letter to Mr. Solomon and the
OIG’s press release indicated, without providing meaningful explanation, that the decision in Mr. Solomon’s case was based solely on the
facts of that case.37

OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE USES OF THE RCO
DOCTRINE BY HHS
Although the RCO doctrine first arose in
criminal misdemeanor prosecutions of

FDCA violations, its use has expanded to
administrative proceedings, including not
only the exclusion proceedings which have
been discussed, but also in other administrative proceedings, including the imposition of civil monetary penalties (CMPs).
Illustrative is TMJ Implants, Inc. v. United States Department of Health & Human
Services,38 in which the Tenth Circuit upheld the agency’s imposition of CMPs for
violating reporting requirements imposed
by the FDCA.
As the TMJ Implants, Inc. Court explained,
“[u]nder 21 U.S.C. § 333(f)(1)(A), ‘any person who violates [the medical device report
(MDR) reporting requirements] shall be liable to the United States for a civil penalty’
which requires proof that the violation was either a significant or knowing departure from
the law, or…posed a risk to public health.”39
While inspecting the company‘s facilities and
its MDR files, FDA employees discovered that
TMJ had not submitted MDRs for 22 events
rela
ated to
o a medical
medi device or antibiotic treatrelated
40
me
nt. F
FDA
DA iissued
ss
a Warning Letter to Robment.
ert W. Christensen, TMJI‘s founder and president, explaining that written MDRs had to be
submitted for the events within 15 days and
that the failure to do so could result in regulatory action without further notice, including
seizure, injunction, and civil penalties.41
This led to a series of disagreements between the FDA and Dr. Christensen, who
claimed that the agency did not understand the scientific issues and thought it
may be using Warning Letters to retaliate
against TMJI.42 Instead of submitting the
MDRs, Dr. Christensen and TMJI continued to send letters to the FDA and request
meetings to express their concerns; after a
while, the director of the FDA’s Center for
Radiological Health even offered to treat
the explanations in the letters as MDRs that
satisfied the statutory and regulatory obligations, but his offer was refused.43 Consequently, the FDA filed a CMP against Dr.
Christensen and TMJI for failing to submit
the MDRs, which led to a hearing before
an administrative law judge, who imposed
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sanctions of $170,000 on both TMJI and Dr.
Christensen, individually.44
After perfecting their administrative appeals, TMJI and Dr. Christensen sought judicial review. Dr. Christensen argued that
only the device manufacturer, not an individual, could be subject to civil money penalties, which argument, the court held, was
not supported by 21 U.S.C. § 333(f) (“any
person who violates a requirement of this
chapter…related to devices shall be liable…
for a civil penalty”) or by 21 U.S.C. § 321(e)
(which defines the term “person” to include an “individual, partnership, corporation, and association”).45
The court explained that, in analogous circumstances, the Supreme Court upheld the
imposition of liability on corporate officers
for FDCA violations, citing Park and Dotterweich.46 It further wrote that “the rationale
for holding corporate officers criminally responsible for acts of the corporation, which
co
oulld
l lea
llead
d to incarceration,, is even more percould
su
uassive
i ew
wh
h e only ccivil
ivil lliability
iability iis in
vol d,
suasive
where
involved,
w ch att mo
whic
m
d re
u t iin
nam
one ry
which
mostt wou
would
result
monetary
ena
alty
y citing United States v. Hodges X-Ray,
penalty,”
5 , 561 (6
( thh C
Cir. 1985).477
Inc., 759 F.2d 557,

USES OF THE RCO DOCTRINE BY OTHER
AGENCIES
Commentators have noted that, in at least
one proceeding, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has used Section
304 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act48 as a basis for
seeking a claw-back of compensation from a
CEO after a restatement of earnings without
alleging that the executive knew about the violation.49 Under Section 304 of the SarbanesOxley Act (“Forfeiture of Certain Bonuses and
Profits”),50 the SEC can seek to recover clawbacks of executive bonuses or other incentive- or equity-based compensation received
in a 12-month period before a publicly traded
company had to prepare an accounting restatement to address a material noncompliance. As the commentators point out:
Although the statute requires that
the accounting restatement be “a re-
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sult of misconduct,” it does not state
whose misconduct creates liability.
At least one court, in SEC v. Jenkins,
[718 F. Supp. 2d 1070 (D. Ariz. June
9, 2010)] has held that the misconduct need not have been committed
by the defendant officer. In reaching its decision, the District Court
of Arizona reasoned that SarbanesOxley‘s plain meaning requires
only “the misconduct of corporate
officers, agents or employees acting
within the scope of their agency or
employment,” not the specific misconduct of the issuer’s CEO or CFO.”
[Jenkins, 718 F. Supp. 2d at 1074].51
Section 954 of the Dodd-Frank Act52 has
greatly extended the scope of claw-back authority. It requires issuers to pursue clawbacks of executive compensation not only
against CEOs and chief financial officers
(CFOs) (as compared to Section 304 of the
S rbanes-Oxley Act) but against current or
Sarbanes-Oxley
former “executive
“execu
ut
former
officers” and covers the
three-year period before the restatement;
notably, it also does not require proof of
any misconduct by the executive to seek a
claw-back.53
The SEC also has relied upon the RCO
doctrine in one noteworthy civil action
brought pursuant to its authority under the
books and records provisions of the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).54 In the Nature’s Sunshine Product case,55 the Commission charged Nature’s Sunshine Products
Inc. (NSP), its CEO, and its former CFO for
violations relating to cash payments made
eight years before by a Brazilian subsidiary
to import unregistered products into Brazil
and the subsequent falsification of the books
and records to conceal these payments.56
Nowhere in its complaint57 did the Commission allege that the CEO or CFO knew
or participated in the illegal actions; rather
it alleged that, “in their capacities as control
persons,58 [they] violated the books and records and internal controls provisions of the
securities laws in connection with the Brazil-
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ian cash payments.”59 Specifically, it alleged
that [the CEO] “failed to adequately supervise NSP personnel in 2000 and 2001 to make
and keep books and records that accurately
reflected in reasonable detail the state of registration of NSP products sold in Brazil and to
supervise [them]…in devising and maintaining a system of internal controls sufficient to
have provided reasonable assurance that the
registration of NSP products sold in Brazil was
adequately monitored in 2000 and 2001.”60
Almost identical allegations were lodged
against the CFO.61 NSP and the two executives settled the case without admitting or denying the allegations, by agreeing to the entry of an order enjoining them from committing further violations and paying fines (NSP
paid a civil penalty of $600,000, while each
individual paid a civil penalty of $25,000).

CONCLUSION
The impact of the RCO doctrine is potentia
ally
lly far
f rreaching
g for business
s
tially
owners, officer
rs, an
nd
d directors — p
artiicularly
y th
se
cers,
and
particularly
those
co
onn
neccted
ed tto comp
anies tthat
hatt ma
nufac re
connected
companies
manufacture
an
ndl products widely used by the pubor h
handle
keaw
ways for
or ssuch
ch in
dividu
uals,
lic. The key takeaways
individuals,
h regularly
l provide
d counsell
and for those who
to them, is that it’s probably best to consider how a motivated regulator or prosecutor
would later view their actions or inactions
when trying to determine who should be
held responsible when things go wrong.
Unfortunately, in today’s world, the line
between what constitutes an administrative, civil, or criminal violation has become
blurred, and regulators and prosecutors are
willing to assert novel and expansive theories
in ways hardly imagined. While some commentators advocate that the best protection
is to always “super” comply, that may not be
realistic or necessary. Rather, regulators and
prosecutors should understand the need for
some scalability with compliance activities
and that compliance is a good faith endeavor,
not one to be viewed as providing insurance
against wrongdoers or wrongdoing.
While enterprise liability may make
sense in the context of civil liability issues,

it does not seem fair or appropriate to apply
outlier doctrines, such as the RCO doctrine,
against those who are powerless to prevent
wrongdoing, as the Park court long ago noted. Perhaps all is not gloom-and-doom as
relates to the RCO doctrine because, as one
commentator points out:
Recent case law suggests that at least
some courts have become reluctant
to expand the RCO doctrine’s reach.
In a particularly noteworthy development, the Supreme Court has now
distanced itself from the very doctrine it once created. In Meyer v. Holley [537 U.S. 280 (2003)], declining
to hold the president of a real estate
corporation liable for an employee‘s
violations of the Fair Housing Act,
the Court expressed its desire to curb
future judicial uses of the RCO doctrine. Suggesting that Dotterweich and
Park established “unusually strict”
aand
nd n
ont ad
nontraditional
principles of vicariou
us lia
ab
carious
liability,
the Supreme Court
emphasized that this type of liability would only be justified in cases
of clear Congressional intent. [Meyer,
537 U.S. at 287, 289]62
In the meantime, however, it remains to be
seen if, how, or when courts will begin to curtail the otherwise expanding threats from regulators and prosecutors who seek to rely upon
the RCO doctrine in innovative ways against
owners, officers, and company directors.
Endnotes:
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